NEW Below-hook drum attachment
The All-New Model BHDL-3A-HD is a fully automatic and mechanical below-hook drum attachment which can lift 55-gallon (210 liter) steel, plastic and fiber drums from an overhead position for placement to and from containment devices, pallets, scales or other step-to-step elevations. The drum remains in a completely vertical position during lift/lower and transport. Three radial arms conform to the drum body and engage at the underside of the drum chime; The 3-point connection ensures the drum integrity during the lift and transport process. An intuitive lock engagement system ensures the radial arms remain in the locked position until the load is placed in the final resting position. The unit can handle drums with a diameter of 21-23”.

Portable power unit fits tight aisles and cramped spaces.
The Remodeled Ergo-750-PWPL-CB lifts, transports and places a drum with no man-handling. Steel, plastic and fiber drums can all be handled safely and efficiently by any operator. A variety of lifting heights, options and features are available on the Ergo-750-PWPL series. Speak with one of our application specialists today to discuss how to improve your drum handling profitability!
The LOM-4 Series of drum handling products feature a fully automatic and mechanical solution to handling all conventional rimmed steel, plastic and fiber drums. Capable of handling up to 2000 pounds per drum, 8000 pounds total, the LOM-4 Parrot-Beak drum handlers offer increased safety, drum protection, unitized handling and pallet change-out capabilities. They are also ideal for work on conveyor and fill line applications. Various LOM-4 models include:

- **Model L4F** Handles 1, 2, 3 or 4 drums at once. Perfect for staging, single layer stacking in trucks and anywhere 1-4 drums may be encountered. Good for pallet changeouts, too.

- **Model L4F-QC** All-new technology with the patented Quick-Claw® locking device which automatically locks the units directly to the forks. Eliminates safety chains and further improves operator efficiency.

- **Model L4F/CB** Combination of fork and crane mounted unit, can be used on forklift or overhead lifting device. Additional models include the L4CB (crane/boom mounted unit for barge and ship loading or anywhere below-hook handling is needed).

- **Model L4C** Direct carriage mount unit—can be ordered for any Class II or class III carriage—eliminates need for forks.

- **Model S4F** Handles 4 drums at once only. Low profile height makes the S4F the perfect option for double stacking in containers or trucks.

- **Options** include spark-resistant packages, optional coatings for severe working environments.

Contact Liftomatic or your authorized distributor today and keep your Liftomatic equipment where you want it... ON THE JOB.
**Two Drums At One Time**

The Liftomatic Heavy-Duty DCM fork-mounted drum handler is automatic and mechanical. It handles 1 or 2 drums in a straight-line configuration. Ideal for loading containers and trucks, the DCM handles steel, plastic and fiber drums and has a total capacity of 2000 pounds (907Kg) per drum.

Equipped with Liftomatic’s exclusive “Parrot-Beak®” clamping system and cushioned belt-cradles, the 2-DCM is capable of loading 80 drums into a truck or container in less than 40 minutes time.

Options include non-sparking components, EE/EX ratings, Quick-Claw® fork locking systems and Steel-It® USDA-approved stainless steel coating.

---

**Pushbutton Drum Lifting**

The Ergomatic 1000-PLEH-BC drum transporter from Liftomatic has a powerful electric/hydraulic lifting system that is activated by a simple pushbutton. No foot pumps or hand cranks are needed. The manually propelled unit will safely transport steel, plastic and fiber drums weighing up to 1,000 pounds. The power lift system is quiet, smooth, and available in 20” and 32” lift heights. Options include non-sparking packages, alternate coatings, and Liftomatic’s exclusive “Double Parrot-Beak®” clamping system for an extra margin of safety.

---

**Solutions: Built-to-Spec or... Off-the-Shelf**

Look over our website. See our standard models, which just might suit your needs. Then check out some custom models. Call us for info about trial models, too.

---
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Two Drums At One Time
Searching for ways to lower costs?

Day in, day out—simple dependable drum handling. The FTA Parrot-Beak® for steel drums is all about safe, solid and reliable drum handling. The same unit can also handle plastic and fiber drums, including the ISO drum.

Padded belt-crades™ offer protection for the drum sidewall. Optional spark-resistant and explosion-proof packages are also available. A 12-month warranty against any defects in parts or workmanship is standard.

Handle one to four drums at a time with a working capacity of up to 1500 lbs. per drum.